
Web Development Group 6/12/07 
Present: Boyd, Dixon, Juhl, Lennertz Jetton, Morgan, Walker 
Action items for next meeting in yellow.   
 
1. Minutes from 5/8/07 meeting 
 approved. 
 
2. StaffWeb Redesign 

 
Most members had not had sufficient time to work on this assignment and so the task was postponed 
until next meeting.  Boyd gave Morgan a page of “news” changes to be made.  

 
Juhl asked the group about considering using MediaWiki for portions of the StaffWeb.  The group 
discussed the pros and cons of wiki and Sharepoint environments.  It was decided that at the next 
meeting, Walker would demonstrate how the Catalogers are using SharePoint and Juhl will show how 
the WebBridge wiki works.   
 
The official MediaWiki page is at http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki;  Examples of English-
language sites using MediaWiki can be found at: 
http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Sites_using_MediaWiki/en. 
Arthur will definitely want to check out: http://tolkiengateway.net/wiki/Main_Page. 
 

3. Audio Files and Ethel Simpson's Readings from the Ozarks Folk Encyclopedia 
Boyd demonstrated a prototype page that she and Keenan built.  The group liked this model and 
suggested a few changes, including altering the header info and adding a speaker / MP3 graphic in 
place of the large “Audio” title. A permissions statement will also need to be added.  
 
Lennertz Jetton reported on some issues she has had with SoundForge, the audio editing software, 
since the AD migration.  The catalogers have reviewed and approved her metadata fields, with some 
concerns about how the metadata displays in various players.   
 
Morgan demonstrated an integrated mp3 player that allows visitors to listen to the files withouth 
downloading them to a player 
(http://libinfo.uark.edu/SpecialCollections/pryorcenter/mediadownloads2.asp ).  The group suggested 
a few color changes on this window.   
 
Boyd will send the prototype page to Nutt and Morgan for review and editing; she will also ask 
Simpson to review the page.   Lennertz Jetton will convert the files and assign metadata; the files will 
go in a new folder on /webdocs/audio/ofe/…. The naming convention for the files will be shortened 
versions of the Encyclopedia topic covered.  When a draft page is ready for review the URL will be 
sent to the entire group.   
 
Juhl mentioned that the Digitization Guidelines page that Walker’s Images task force worked on has 
been updated with content from new efforts.  
http://libinfo.uark.edu/webdev/digitizationguidelines.asp.  Dixon will bring scanning guidelines deing 
developed for the large format scanner to place on this page as well.   
 

4. Civil Rights Project 
Juhl describing this Special Collections effort, funded by a grant from the Arkansas Humanities 
Council, to scan 1000 images and documents related to civil rights in all periods of Arkansas’ history.  
CONTENTdm will be used to house the collection on the server known as “Faustus.”  Web Services’ 
primary role will be to customize the default CONTENTdm pages once the collection is built.  
 
Juhl also mentioned the effort to digitize the backfile of the journal of the Arkansas Academy of 
Sciences, which Judy Ganson is working on with Dean Geren of the Graduate School.  Issues will be 
scanned at OCLC who may or may not also create them as a collection in CONTENTdm.   
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5. GIS Pages 

Dixon reported that, with Government Documents in transition, some of the information on the GIS 
pages will need to be updated.  She also discussed how the role of the pages has evolved so that, for 
example, the pages can point to external tutorials rather than ones created locally.   
 
It was agreed that, despite the evolving nature of documents, the new style should go live as soon as 
possible within the time constraints of Dixon’s schedule since the geospatial links are again getting 
out of date.  The final “punch list” of items that need to be addressed are: 
 

a. Change links on footer to match other pages (Morgan). 
b. Check that new pages contain no or few inline styles; tidy stylesheet (Morgan). 
c. Review and approve the geospatial links pages at 

http://libinfo.uark.edu/GIS/datalinks2.asp (Dixon). 
d. Build admin pages to maintain those links (Juhl). 
e. Document the links database (Juhl).  
f. Review and update content for these existing pages: 

i. http://libinfo.uark.edu/gis/locallyonlinedataholdings.asp 
ii. http://libinfo.uark.edu/gis/gistraining.asp 

(Dixon) 
g. After the content updated on those pages, then port it over to new layout (Morgan).  
h. Write content for the “Print Maps” link on new main page (Dixon). 
i. Review two shorter tutorials (Dixon) 

i. http://libinfo.uark.edu/gis/dvtutorial2.asp - seems based on an earlier version of 
GeoStor – trash?  

ii. http://libinfo.uark.edu/gis/arcexplorertutorial.asp - where linked?  
 

6. Performing Arts 
Lennertz Jetton and Morgan have begun work on this redesign. The color scheme is currently “disco 
inferno.”  Lennertz Jetton has many ideas for dynamic content on this site, including composer / 
musician birthdays and death days, cover art, and community events and performances.   
 

7.  Fine Arts 
Juhl distributed the 29 survey responses received to date.  Boylan will keep the survey running all 
summer, with a goal of a redesign in early August. 
 

8. Learning Collaborative 
Lennertz Jetton announced that two more Illiad videos have been released, on placing and retrieving 
requests: 

 
http://libinfo.uark.edu/webdocs/reference/tutorials/ILLRequest/ILLRequest.html
http://libinfo.uark.edu/webdocs/reference/tutorials/ILLRetrieve/ILLRetrieve.html
 
The group is working on tutorials for author searching, journal searching, and “What is the Library 
catalog?”  (tell me when you find out, please?)  These will be produced once InfoLinks has its new 
look.  A staff session on screencasting has been delayed because of issues with Camtasia functionality 
and licenses.   
 
Lennertz Jetton mentioned the need for a redesign of the “Research Help” page at 
http://libinfo.uark.edu/reference/researchhelp.asp  and inquired about content providers for that 
section.  Juhl suggested that she work with Jones on this project.   
 

9. InfoLinks Redesign 
Juhl reported on this effort, targeted for completion on July 15th.  The group offered suggestions on 
the current draft, including moving the book cover images to the right and adding an Advanced 
Search link to the Keyword page in a prominent position.  The draft can be viewed at:  
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http://library.uark.edu:2082/.   
 

Next meeting: July 10th; Walker and Juhl will report on SharePoint and MediaWiki, respectively.   
 
Respectfully submitted,  
B. Juhl  
 
4 oz.   
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